Chapter: Lambda Delta
# of Chapters: 350
Founding: January 5, 1911
Local Founding: 1982
Chapter Membership: 8
Colors: Crimson and cream

Kool "Mo" T ... YoYo! ... Kreme H's
Kreme ... 7 Deadly Sins ... Tenacity
Nupes ... Hard as Woodpecker Lips ...
Suck it up ... Sweet Nupes ... "De" Bon
Air ... Kameleon ... Kappa Kandy ... R
Fresh ... Deuces Wild Baby ... Peppermint Players ... C Rhyme ... D Nice ...
Sexy D ... PDSS ... Suitness ... Tenacity
Nupes.
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Kappa Sigma . . .

Chapter: Alpha Tau
# of Chapters: 231
Founding: December 10, 1869
Local Founding: 1895
Chapter Membership: 76
Colors: Scarlet, white and green

Gee Ricky, I'm sorry your mom blew up . . . Kinda like Clayton when he was a pledge . . . The Missile . . . We got caught in a sudden downpour . . . Tempting, buuut No . . . I think we let the smooth taste fool us . . . I talked Sherlock . . . Why don't we just call him "homo?" . . . Khaaa Whaaa! . . . OK, call me an — hole! . . . Why don't you just leave me alone . . . Where's your car Jimbob . . . AEKDB.
Lambda Chi Alpha . . .

Chapter: Beta Kappa
# of Chapters: 228
Founding: November 2, 1909
Local Founding: 1942
Chapter Membership: 107
Colors: Purple, green and gold
The L flush . . . Word! . . . the sun . . . We're so proud of Chris . . . I'm all over it . . . loser . . . victory . . . it'll never work . . . flying T-tops . . . I love me . . . fun bags . . . there you have it . . . the beer fairy . . . brothers stay . . . I'd put a sock in her mouth . . . switch . . . I'm in there . . . Hanz and Franz . . . full meal plan . . . it all started when we gave them shoes . . . barbarian night . . . Rappin' Redneck . . . how can I be a tease if I'm a virgin? . . . oh well . . . big bird snare . . . same as it ever was . . . clockwise/counterclockwise . . . nice car, pay your bill . . . put it on the board . . . Rider graduating? . . . imagine that . . . three steps behind.
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Chapter: XXX
# of Chapters: XXX
Founding: November 17, 1911
Local Founding: XXX
Chapter Membership: 15
Colors: Purple and red

HTS . . . It's as simple as that . . . Down to Earth with a personal touch . . . SSSO . . .
BNOTE . . . MEOW . . . Convict Six . . .
Four-ever and a Day . . . Triumph . . .
Destiny . . . Rou-Rou . . . Arf-Arf . . . Bow-wow . . . DDC.
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BHF from the HFH ... Fishbowl ... L-A-H ... IHOP Jm² ... F and A all the way ... Renovation starts June 15, 1989 — I promise ... NFNJLFS ... See ya' biscuit ... Hat tricks for Allan ... D. is P.W. ... 9.9. on the Chillometer ... 9‐eyed silly‐stupid ... Tim Buck Tu ... What's a Bradfer.
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Chapter: Georgia Delta
# of Chapters: 198
Founding: December 26, 1848
Local Founding: 1902
Chapter Membership: 80
Colors: Argent and Azure
Chapter: Gamma Tau
# of Chapters: 121
Founding: April 22, 1848
Local Founding: 1926
Chapter Membership: 93
Colors: Royal Purple and white
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